ABSTRACT: The mobile robots of the future will autonomously understand their surroundings, navigate, and collaborate. They will be helping us in tasks of exploration, surveillance, and multi-target tracking, by forming teams, agreeing on navigation plans, and perceiving the world autonomously, using their control and perception capabilities. But this future is threatened by attacks and failures that can disable the robots’ control and perception capabilities, or even deceive them. These threats can lie outside the reach of cybersecurity, and of estimation and control against malicious data. Instead, algorithms at the intersection of perception, planning, and non-convex optimization are needed. In this talk, I will present two such algorithms.

First, I will discuss the first algorithms for robust and adaptive combinatorial optimization against any number of (possibly temporary) robot removals. The algorithms can robustify the teams’ plans online, against dynamic robot removals. I will demonstrate this in sensor scheduling, persistent surveillance, and multi-target tracking simulator experiments. Second, I will present algorithms that robustify perception against deceptive failures (outliers). The algorithms achieve extreme outlier-robustness, even when the expected (inlier) noise is largely unknown. I will illustrate this in scenarios of simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM), object recognition, and 3D reconstruction. I will conclude with my vision for a resilient collaborative autonomy, arguing for convergence between cyber capabilities for a distributed artificial intelligence, driven by learning, and physical capabilities of morphable robots.
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